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Abstract. The paper treats of the asymptotic order of the expected mean length
of excursions for some ellipsoidal processes with a scale mixture of normal
(SMN) distribution when the level is sufficiently large, which is the limiting
values of ratios of two functions. It is shown that the Abelian theorem fわr the
Laplace transforms and the LTHopitalTs rule are useful to estimate the asymp-
totic order. A general condition to derive the true asymptotic order of the ratios
is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
It isknown that for the zero-mean stationary Gaussian process Xt with autocoI
v.ariance γ (h) in continpous time the order of the expected mean length of excur-
slOnS above level u is glVen by 0 (u-I) when u i.s sufficiently large (see, for
example, Kedem l8], p･138)･ It is also seen that ln the propess havingthe Pear-
Son Type VII distribution its order of the length of excurslOnS in terms ofu is
0(㌔), that is, constant in u (Tanaka and Shimizu [9]). There is a paper which
extended the results to other stationary ellipsoidal processes which have the
Laplace distribution, the generalized Laplace distribution and the LoglStic distri-
butions (for example, Tanaka and Shimizu l1 1]).
Following the prpvious paper of Tanaka l10], Te shall suppose throughout
that 〈Ⅹ(t)チ is a statlOnary Zero-mean and uniトvarlanCe ellipsoidal process with
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the probability density function f(X) and the autocorrelation function /)(h) which
is twice differentiable at h = 0･ An expected mean length of excursions above
level u discussed in Tanaka l10], and Tanaka and Shimizu ([9],lll]) for the
discrete time ellipsoidal process is the fbllowlng ratio of the two integrals:
Iu(N) = Iuwf(X) dx
The continuous time fわrmula of (1.1) is also given as






Particularly when f(X) is a standard normal N(0,1) density and ◎ is the distribu-






(see (a) in Problem 15 of Kedem [8]). Then it is interesting to estimate the
order of smallness of A(u) when u→∞ for ellipsoidal processes with a non-Gaus-
sian distribution function f(X).
Let 〟 (〟) be a power function ofu with a negative order, i.e. 〟(〟) = Co 〟~α
forα >0, Co >0. Ifafunction G(u) ～H(u) asu → ∞,thenH(u)iscalledthe
asymptotic order function of G(u) with the order (- α) when u →∞. For exam-
ple, it is seen from (1.3) that the asymptotic order function of A(u) for the Gauss-
ian process is
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〟(〟) = (1.4)
and its order is仁り.
To consider the limit of the ratio in (1.2) when u→∞, we introduce the com-
pletely monotonic functions, because almost ellipsoidal denslty functions are
completely monotonic (see Andrews and Mallows [1]). We say that the func-
tion f(X) is completely monotonic in l0,〟) if it satisfies (-1)k f(k)(X) ≧ o for 0 ≦
チ< ∞･ Bemstein's theo.rem (see Widder l13], Theorem 19-b) shows that if f(X)
lS CO望pletely monotonlC, f(X) is expressed as the Laplace transform of some
functlOn α(t) such that
Hs) - I.∞e-st da(t)
- Io∞e~st a(t)dt, (1.5)
where α(t) is bounded and non-decreasing. in l0, ∞) and absolutely continuous,
i.e. dα(t) = 0(t) dt. Furthermore the denslty function f(S) in (1.5) can be also
?Xpressed by a scale mixture of normal distribution (SMN) with a mixing func-




つwhere s = i and G(a) is an absolutely continuous and dG(a) = g(a)da･ From
(1.5) and (1.6) we have
qt, -岩g,:,･　　　　(1･7,
For example, in the case of the Gaussian process (when f(S) is the density of
standard normal distribution), we have G(a) = U(a-1) =0 (a≦ 1), = 1 (a > 1),
3
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and then g(a) = dTa-1) (Dirac-s delta function).
2. Results
Using the well-known L'Hospital's rule (see Hardy [6] and Tichmarsh [12]),
we can derive the followlng lemma.
Lemma A. Let p(X), q(X) and r(X) be the real-valued continuous and differen-
tiable functions on some neighborhood la, ∞) of infinity. Suppose that r(X)
q(X) ≠0, q'(X)≠O forx ∈ [a, ∞), and limx→∞ p(X)=0, lim_r→∞ r(X)q(X)=0.







r(X) q T (X)
= C3, Where C3 isaconstant,








where C2 - 7両一･ In addition, ifC3 = 0 in the condition (ii), then
～号嵩asx--･
CorollalyA. Suppose that r(X) = Xα (α ≠ 0) in Lemma A.
If q(X) satisfies the condition (i) and
(ii)I .i-I--烏-0,
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p(X)　p '(X)▲ :こ　～　　▲ .;こ　　　aSX-÷(X).
q(X)　q '(X)
then
Note that if r(X) = Xα (α = 0), the condition (ii) ofLemma 1 is always holds.
Applying Lemma A (Corollary A) to the ratio A(u) of (1.2), the partial differ-
entiation with respect to u and taking the limit as u →∞ will lead the followlng
result.
Theorem l･ Suppose that f(X) is a scale mixture of normal distribution
(SMN) with a mixing density function g(a) and it lS expressed by (1.6). Let
A(u) be the expected mean length of excursions above a level u in (1.2) such
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Furthermore if A(u) = 0(1), then (2.3) always holds.
We should note that these results are modification of the previous results
given by the author (Lemma 1 and Proposition in Tanaka [10】)･ The ratio B(u)
in (2.3) can be expressed in terms of the Laplace transforms such that
β(〟) -
2方 Lone-(})t oI(t) dt
u Lone-(i)t c2(t)dt), (2･4)
∫-メ/2
where OI(t) -市g(t-I) and C2(t) - tllg(t-I)･
From the Laplace transforpl formula (2･4) We may evaluate the aPymPtOtic
order of A(u) of the scale mlXture Of normal distribution f(X) by uslng the well-
known Abelian theorem for the Laplace transform (see, for example, Bingham,
Goldie and Teugels [2], Widder [13]). When f(Ⅹ) is a normal density function,
B(u) is simpler than A(u) and it is easily seen that B(u) is of order 1/u, see Exam-
ple 1 below･ We can also use Theorem 1 fわr the evaluations of the asymptotic
order of A(u) for some non Gaussian distribution, such as the generalized
Laplace distribution, the Pearson Type VII distribution and the LoglStic distribu-
tion and so on. Some of these are presented by the fbllowlng Examples 1-4･ A
new result will be also glVen in Example 5 for the inverse Gauss distribution as
a mixing function of the SMN (scale mixture of normal)･ Example 6 Will give a
c.onJeCture for the case of the function f(X) with a generalized Gamma distribu-
tlOn aS the mixlng denslty function, which is an extension of the case fわr the
generalized Laplace distribution･

















We should note that in this case it is easy to show the condition (2.2) holds.
Example 2. Let the process XT have the3eneralized Laplace distribution with




where BesselK( , ) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind (see
Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan [7], Tanaka and Shimizu [9]). The asymptotic
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Ir÷e-蓋g(a)da -
2 (2 (r2)~γ (uu)γ~1 BesselKlγ-1, u/C']
Gamma[γ]


























for v> 0, A > 0. Then the asymptotic orderof A(u) when u i cx, is given by
H(u) I-2H Gamma lv+I/2]-p(2)(o) 1万Gammalv+1](2.10)
(see Tanaka and Shimizu [9]). In this case the condition (2.2) also hold, since
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Therefore we have　β(〟) ～
27r Gammal与+V]
-p(2)(o)　GammalI+V]aS〃一十　〇〇.
Example 4. Let the process Xl have the LJOglStic distribution with the denslty
f(X) - (..e'5-り2 ･
Then the asymptotic order ofA(u) when u → 〟 is given by
〟(〟)= 27r 1-p(2)(o)石工
In this case the mixing function g(a) of f(Ⅹ) is given by
g(a)- ∑kN=l(ll)k~1k2e-与a (a,o)･
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Hence the asymptotic order function ofA(u) whenu → ∞ is givenby
〟(〟) = (〟-1/2人一1/4) 〟-1/2 (2.20)
Example 6 (a conjecture)･ Let the prPcess Xt have the SMN (scale mixture of





(the density of the Generalized Gamma distribution, see Johnson, Kotz and
Balakrishnan [7】, which is a Gamma distribution when γ =1).
The mixlng denslty Of the Pearson Type VII distribution may be asymptoti-
cally equivalent to that of (2･15) when γ → 0. The generalized Laplace, logistic
and the density function (2･13) in Example 5 also have the s.ame kind mixing
function of (2･15) with γ = 1･ When γう∞, the mixipg functlOn Of (2･15) will be
♂(a-1) (Dirac's delta function) and then this is the mlXing function of the stan-
dard normal distribution.
Therefore the results of Examples 1-5 above will lead to a followlng conjec-
ture:
If the mixing density function 蛋(S) is a generalized Gamma distribution of
(2.10), the asymptotic order function H(u) ofA(u) in (1.2) depends only on the
parameter γ, and it will be glVen by
H(u) - 0(u-if7)･ (2.22)
Examples 1-5 above will be special cases of the result (2.22):
when γ → 0 ( from Example 2; Pearson Type VII),
H(u) = 0(〟~0) = o(1);
when γ = 1 (旦om Examples 3-5; generalized Laplace, logistic),
H(u) = 0(〃~1/2);
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when γ → ∞ (華om Example 1; Normal distribution),
H(u) = 0(〟ll).
Unfortunately until now we can not prove the conjecture directly becausethe
Laplace transforms in (2･3) are not able to be evaluated expressively･ Then in





(1) Let γ = 1/2 in (2･21), then the ratios A(u) and B(u) in Theorem 1 may be









where MeijerGl ･ ] is a Meijer's G function (see Gradshteyn and Ryzhik l5]).
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the asymptotic order functions of A(u) and
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5      10     15     20     25     30
Figure 1. Graphs ofA(u), B(u) and 〟一l/3(upper line).
Figure 2. The graph of the ratio 〈 B(u) / 〟ll/3),
which seems to tend to a constant as uぅcx).






2 1万xBesselKl0,Vi x] I
(2.25)
(2.26)
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Itiseasily seen thatA(u) and B(u) are 0( u-1/2) asu → ∞.
5     10     15     20     25     30
Figure 3. Graphs of A(u), B(u) and 〟-1/2(upper line).
(3) Letγ=2 in (2.21), then we have
A(u) - 2〈3打.61斥X2HypergeometricPFQl(封, (i,言, i), -i]-
2 Jh(6Gammali] HypergeometricPFQlf封,号,i,封,一意] ･
X2 Gammali]HypergeometricPFQl(i), (言,号,封,一意]))/
(3X2 MeijerGlH),日日(弓, 0, 0日)),意]),　(2･27)
B(u) -市(2Gammali]HypergeometricPFQl｡,号,封,一意] -
市∨京HypergeometricPFQlL日吉,封,一意] ･
X2 Gammali] HypergeometricPFQl｡, (言,与), -意])/
(xMeijerGlHHH,くく0, 0,与), ()),意])･　　　(2･28)
where HypergeometricPFQl ･ ] isthe generalized hypergeometric function p Fq
(see Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [5]).
15
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Figure 4 bellow shows that the asymptotic order functions of A(u) and B(u)
seem to be of same order as 0( u~2/3), which also agrees with the conjecture.
1      2      3      4      5      6
Figure 4. Graphs of A(u), B(u) and 〟~2/3(lowest line).
Appendix
Proof or Lemma A






Therefore if the conditions (i) and (ii) hold,
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LJimitx→∞ (
p'(X)　r. r'(X)q(X).-1














FurthermoreifC3 - 0, wehave C2　- Cl , and theconverse alsoholds. □
Proof of Corollary A






Thus Corollary A is obtained. □
We shall next consider some special cases of the function q(X) in Corollary
A.
(1) Suppose q(X) -去〆/2 (Normal distribution)･
Let p(X) - 1 -◎(X) - IrNq(t)dt, then it is well-known that
p(X)-～　X-l as xぅ∞.
q(X)
Ontheotherhand, pT(X) = -q(X) and q'(X) = (-X)q(X). Thus
17
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pT(X)-～　X-1 asxぅ∞.
qT(X)






(2) Suppose q(X) =e‡ and p(X)=X-αei. Thenwehave




Hence the condition (ii) does not hold. In fact





(3) Suppose q(X) =X-a (a>0)and p(X) =X-αq(X) (α>0). Then wehave
q'(X) =(-a)X-a-1 = (-a)X-lq(X)
q(X)　　1　ーr　⊥∩= 7--土=丁=C3 ≠0.
xq-(x) I (-a) ~ーjTU●
緒- (-αxLαIl'ftxa'X'-I,lZ(Sa'X-1 q'X'
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(4) Suppose q(X) =e~h(X) (h(X) >0,h'(X) >0) and p(X)=X~αq(X) (α>0).
Then we have qT(X) = (-hT(X))q(X) , and
q (X)　　　1
xqT(X) - (-X)hT(X)
Thus the condition (ii) holds iff Limitx→∞ [x h'(X)] ≠ 0,
and also we have
- ～岩場(as x--) iff Li-itx-- [xh,(X)]約･p(X)
q(X)
Specially ifh(X) - xa (a > 0), the condition (ii) holds, but ifh(X) - Log(X),
the condition (ii) does not holds.
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